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 Nuclear energy in Finland

 Nuclear waste management

 Amount of spent nuclear fuel

 Safety aspects

 Spent fuel selection criteria

 Spent fuel characterisation

Overview



Nuclear energy in Finland
 The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment

 Legislation
 STUK

 Regulatory control authority
 Fortum

 2x VVER-440
 TVO 

 2x BWR, EPR
 Fennovoima

 VVER-1200 (to be build)
 Posiva

 Spent fuel disposal
 Owned by Fortum and TVO

 VTT, universities
 Fuel research, hot cells
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Nuclear Waste Management in Finland
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Olkiluoto 1-2 (figure above): BWR
Loviisa 1-2 (below): VVER-440
Olkiluoto 3 soon to be online (above): EPR

The total uranium masses and canister
amounts are listed in the table

Amount of spent fuel
from reactors operated
by Fortum and TVO

Case Charasteristic BWR PWR VVER All 
Best estimate  
 

Total uranium mass (tU) 2502 2030 933 5465 
Total canister amount 1187 954 636 2777 

Licensing case 
 

Total uranium mass (tU) 2904 2500 1096 6500 
Total canister amount 1383 1175 746 3304 
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 Decay heat

 The main dimensioning parameter for disposal facility, i.e. the disposal canisters spacing and their heat
powers

 Criticality safety

 The disposal canisters shall remain subcritical also in the long term. Burnup credit will be used in the analysis

 Radiation dose rate

 Regular fuel: maximum burn-up of 60 MWd/kgU and minimum cooling time of 20 years assumed (the
encapsulation plant dimensioning)

 Non-regular fuel: additional safety analyses

 Inventory and release rates of radionuclides

 Partitioning (IRF, UO2 matrix, cladding, structural parts)

 Chemical composition including impurities and dopants

 Safeguards

 STUK YVL D.1 requirement 358: The operator shall design the encapsulation plant in such a way that, during
the operation of the facility, the authorities will be able to verify the nuclear material data (source data and 
usage history) of each fuel item by means of non-destructive methods prior to the encapsulation of the fuel
items.

Safety aspects



Spent fuel selection criteria

 Posiva has established and published in co-operation with TVO and Fortum a document 
“Nuclear fuel selection criteria for disposal” setting up criteria e.g. for geometrical 
compatibility, mechanical strength and integrity, impurity levels, burnup and decay heat of spent 
fuel

 Definition of regular and non-regular fuel, where non-regularity indicates a deviation from 
the criteria

 Utilities are responsible for checking that the criteria are fulfilled

 When new fuel types and designs are being licensed, the selection criteria for disposal 
are to be taken into account 

 according to Guide YVL B.4 “Nuclear fuel and reactor“ requirement 407: “In 
determining the design criteria for nuclear fuel, furthermore, the structural and 
material properties that are relevant to final disposal and the long-term safety of final 
disposal shall be addressed.”
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Spent fuel selection criteria 
– non-regular fuel

 Those fuel assemblies do not meet all of the selection criteria are non-regular fuel assemblies

 Failed fuel rods are defined as non-regular fuel

 The number of failed fuel rods is rather small

 The criteria for handling and for mechanical strength for non-regular fuel and for regular fuel are the 
same

 the storage solution for leaking fuel rods is different

 the solutions’s dimensions are equal to the fuel assembly,

 Additional procedures may be needed to ensure compliance with criteria for the criticality safety, 
decay heat and radiation protection for non-regular fuel

 Substantial amount of poolside and hot cell studies are made by utilities to gather fuel performance data 
including failure analysis of leaking fuel assemblies. This information can be also used in the back end.
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Spent fuel selection criteria
 Guide YVL D.3 “Handling and storage of nuclear fuel” states: 

 Requirement 442: “Acceptance criteria shall be defined for any properties of nuclear fuel for final 
disposal that have a bearing on operational safety and the long-term safety of final disposal. When 
defining the criteria, at least the information specified in para 705 shall be considered. A plan shall be 
prepared for the encapsulation of nuclear fuel assemblies which deviate from the design bases of 
the final disposal canister, such as mechanically deformed assemblies.”

 Requirement 705: “Records shall be prepared of the spent nuclear fuel transferred to the 
encapsulation plant and of each final disposal canister, based on which the following data can be 
determined to an accuracy of an individual assembly and canister:

a. the initial enrichment level, burnup, and heat generation of the nuclear fuel;

b. the activities of dominant radionuclides, including the activation products of structural parts;

c. the structural and material properties that have a bearing on the long-term safety of encapsulation 
or final disposal; and

d. the potential leak of nuclear fuel or damage to a nuclear fuel assembly.”
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Spent Fuel Database
 Posiva launched a project for a database fulfilling all the requirements for SNF, includes e.g.:

 Documentation attesting that fuel selection criteria are met and management of possible additional 
analyses for non-regular fuel

 Replicated SNF data from the power companies, e.g. fuel type, enrichment, burn-up, uranium mass, 
irradiation history, loading curve properties, temporally high resolution decay heat power and decay 
heat uncertainty function for each assemblies

 Distribution capabilities providing not only a characteristic uncertainty value, but more extended 
distribution because not necessarily symmetrical or normal distribution

 Records to be maintained and managed

 Data to be coordinated amongst the stakeholders (power companies and regulator) involved in spent 
fuel management

 Data to be delivered to the Finnish Government after closure in 2120’s

 Nuclear material accounts (balances for safeguards purposes)

 The database soon to be ready
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 Posiva has launched spent fuel studies to qualify the codes used for nuclear and 
operational safety, decay heat calculations and to reduce the uncertainties in radionuclide 
release and transport modelling part of the safety case

 validation of models against radio isotopic measurements

 Hot cell studies involving radiochemical measurements

 destructive analysis made with BWR and VVER-440 fuel rod samples

 high quality data for the validation of the criticality safety and decay heat calculations

 qualified codes provide accurate decay heat estimates to support safe and optimal fuel 
loading into disposal canisters 

 Posiva also participates in projects to reduce the uncertainties, e.g. the EU project DISCO 
studying the radionuclide releases of radionuclides in disposal conditions

Spent fuel characterisation - spent fuel studies for model 
validation



Current decay heat calculation system at 
Fortum
 Cross section generation: CASMO-4E 2D lattice physics code with depletion 

capabilities

 Reactor core online-monitoring: RESU-98 3D nodal two group reactor simulator 
combined with in-core measurements

 (Spent nuclear fuel data management system: PATI)

 Calculation of decay heat and radiation sources: SNF combining CASMO-4E 
nuclide library and history data from RESU-98

 Preliminary, according to SKB CLAB measurements, the accuracy of the SNF 
code is very good (2xsigma in the order of 4 %)
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The most important nuclides for the decay 
heat uncertainty

 The interesting decay time period for the 
final disposal is about 10 – 100 years.

 During this period, the largest 
contributions per nuclide are
mainly in the order of 20 %.

 When approaching the 100 year 
mark, 241Am starts to dominate
the decay heat. At 100 years, it’s 
contribution is over 40 %.

 These results have been calculated
with the SNF program.
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 Spent nuclear fuel from the reactors operated by Fortum and TVO will be 
disposed of by Posiva

 Selection criteria for spent fuel have been established by Posiva. 

 They are based on safety considerations and fulfil STUK’s YVL 
requirements 

 Compliance with the selection criteria ensures safety of final disposal

 Safety aspects include decay heat prediction, criticality safety, radiation 
dose rate, safeguards, and the radionuclide source term for the safety case

Conclusions, 1/2
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 The target temperature on the canister surface is set with respect to the buffer 
performance targets

 A key input in the modelling of the temperature evolution on the canister surface is 
the decay heat of the fuel assemblies

 Posiva, TVO and Fortum are thoroughly investigating the sources of decay heat 
uncertainty and their magnitudes

 Decay heat calculation models are validated against destructive analyses made with 
fuel rods irradiated in Olkiluoto and Loviisa

Conclusions, 2/2



Kiitos

Thank you
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Finnish prime minister laying of the 
foundation stone in the new 
encapsulation plant ceremony 23rd

September 2019
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Decay heat uncertainty – loading optimization

 Within safety aspects fuel loading optimization will be done presumably for 1-2 disposal 
tunnels at each times (including also the forecast with a smaller optimization weight)

 Disposal canister and tunnel spacing providing the maximum canister decay heat for the 
limited temperature

 Temperatures on all canisters derived with heat waves contributed by other canisters 
throughout the disposal production

 The loading optimization tool is very accurate and still rather fast, i.e. the loading 
optimization is flexible and can be derived as often as needed

 Fuel assemblies will be optimized to canisters and transfer casks, including also 
configuration optimization for the criticality safety maximization and dose rate minimization

 Moreover, the loading optimization contains a property to force non-regular fuel assemblies 
to be disposed in certain canisters
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Decay heat uncertainty – sensitivity analysis
 A sensitivity study, where the total disposal production cost was derived with varying fuel assembly decay heat 

uncertainties, is carried out with the following boundaries:

 Different disposal scenarios with actual cost and fuel data from power companies and Posiva, including VTT’s 
calculation tables for canister heat loading 

 Decay heat uncertainty 0-15 % for each fuel assemblies

 Purposely exaggerated range to elucidate behaviour out of the actual uncertainty

 Fuel assemblies uncertainties were considered to be dependent and independent of each others

 Preliminary results indicate that:

 the total disposal cost varies roughly 0-2 % in that exaggerated range

 Mutual dependencies of fuel assemblies decay heat uncertainties is the main factor for a possible increase for the 
total cost rather than the magnitude of uncertainties of individual fuel assemblies

 The result is significantly the same for all the scenarios, even though they represent clearly different possible 
imaginable outcomes (e.g. a production pause with decades or not at all)

 This result is somewhat promising because disposal costs are in some extend well behaving and this is supported 
also other studies soon to be reported by Posiva
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Preliminary schedule for disposal
– starts 2025
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